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Abstract
Previous theoretical work on plasma contactors as current collectors h_ fallen into two
categories: collisionles8double layer theory {describing space charge limited contactor clouds)
and collisionalquasineutra] theory. Ground based experiments at low current are well explained
by double layer theory, but thistheory does not scale well to power generation by electrodynamic
tethers in space, since very high anode potentials are needed to draw =,substantial ambient
electron current across the magnetic fieldin the absence of collisions (or effective collisions
due to turbulence). Isotropic qua_ineutral modelJ of contactor clouds, extending over a region
where the effective collisionfrequency ue exceeds the electron cyclotron frequency _ce, have
low anode potentials, but would collect very littleambient electron current, much less than
the emitted ion current. A new model is presentedl for an anisotropic contactor cloud oriented
Mong the magnetic field,with u_ < coos.The electron motion along the magnetic fieldis nearly
coRbionleu, forming double layexs in that direction,while acrou the magnetic fieldthe electrons
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diffuse collisionadly _nd the potential profile is determined by qu_si_eutra_Uty. Using a simplified
expression for v, due to ion _coustic turbulence, an analytic solution h_ been found for this
model, which should be applicable to current collection in space. The anode potential is low
and the collected ambient electron current can be several times the emitted ion current.
1 Nomenclature
B0=ambient magnetic field
c,=sound speed
C=numerical factor relating electron thermal conductivity to electron transport
e=charge on an electron
E=electric field
/_=initial ionization fraction of source
Fe=azimuthal drag force on electrons
g=focussing factor due to anisotropy
/,=electron current
I_=ion current
I = Ie + Ii=total current
J_=ambient electron saturation current density
J_=ion current density
kl =perpendicular wave number
L=length of tether
me=electron mass
zr_--ion mass
n,=electron density
n.a=ambient electron density
ne¢=contactor electron density
n_=ion density
n_c---contactor ion density
S
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n,ource--sourcepl_sma density
n0=neutr_l density
noo-electrondensityat infinity
nc,_tica:=neutrs]densityrequiredforignition
r=radial coordinate
r._dc=anode radius
r_o,e=radiusat which electronsaxe collected,forany model
r#n._r=inneradiusofdouble layer
router=outerradiusofdouble layer
r ,our¢c --source radius
rl-cont_ctor cloud radius in anisotropic model
P_o6d--load power
Rt---tether resistance
Rto_--load resistance
T_c=contactorelectrontemperature
ue=electronflowvelocity
u_=ion flowvelocity
vA =Alfven speed
va=electron_zimuths]driftvelocity
re=electronthermal velocity
v,=ra_lialvelocity
vj=axial velocity,paxMlelto the magnetic field
v0=orbitalvelocity
z=axial coordinate
z0=half lengthofsnisotropicontactorcloud
_.=ratio of electronpressureto magnetic pressure
_=optical depth ofsourceregionto electronionization
A@=potentiM drop acrossdouble layer
[
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_=electricslefficiencyof the tether
_=crose fieldelectronthermal conductivity
Az)=Debye length
ADjn_r=Debye lengthat r_n,_r
AD,outer:Debyelengthat ro_er
_=ratio ofion mass to proton mass Pe--effectiveelectroncollisionfrequency
= I/I,=g n
pc=electrongyroradius
#-'electronimpact ionizationcross-section
@-potential
_0-'s_nodepotential
_tot_'-totaltetherpotential
aJce=electroncyclotronfrequency
_pc=electronplasma frequency
2 Introduction
Plasma contactorsare plasma cloudswhich allowthe passage of charge between an electrode
and an ambient plasma. They have been proposed foruse in power generatingdevicessuch as
electrodynamic tethers[1]because they may substantiallyreduce the impedance of the electron
currentcollectionfrom the ionosphereand make the emissionof electronsmuch lessenergetically
expensive th_n using An electron_n. In thispaper we willconcentrateon plasma contactors
used at an anode to collectelectronsin the ionosphereor some other sxnbientplasma. Such a
contactorwillemit ions,as wellas collectelectrons.Two figuresof merit forsuch a contactorare
itsimpedance @o/I, _nd the gain _,definedaz
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+The impedance determines the maximum power that can be generated by a tether, since the total
tether potential _tot_ is fixed at uoBoL. If we ignore the ionospheric impedance and the impedance
of electron emission, then
The maximum power Rlo_I _ at fixed _btotoZand Rt is obtained when R4ood = Rt + d¢o/dI
R_ + 4_/I. The power is greatest when the contactor impedance is lowest. The gain is important
because it determines the rate at which gas must be used (to produce ions), for a given total current.
If the gain is high, less gas is used to collect a given current.
Both the impedance and the gain will depend on the current. In general there is a trade-off: at
very low current, both high gain and low impedance are possible, but the power is low. While at
high current, high gain can be obtained only at the cost of very high impedance (again resulting
in low power). Low impedance and high power are possible only with low gain. To illustrate these
trends, we may consider the extreme limits. When the current is equal to the electron saturation
current of the ambient plasma over the surface area of the physical anode, then the gain is infinite
(since no ions need be emitted to draw this much electron current) and the contactor impedence
is zero, but the power (for low earth orbit and practical tether and anode parameters) is at most
tens of watts. Arbitrarily large current (and high power) may be obtained by emitting a large
ion current, but unless the anode potential is high enough, it will not be possible to collect many
electrons across the magnetic field, and the gain will approach unity. A basic goal of contactor
research is to determine how large a gain is possible at a given power level. If it turns out that
at the power levels of interest for tethers (typically tens of kW) the maximum gain is close to
unity, then there is no point in using plasma contactors for current collection; in effect, the best
plasma contactor is no better than an ion beam. If, on the other hand, gains at least a few times
greater than unity are possible at power levels of interest, then plasma contactors are useful as
current collectors for tethers. We will present theoretical results suggesting that this is the case,
although the g,tins axe only moderate, in the range of 2 to 10. These theoretical results pertain
to a regime (collisionlez_ electron motion along the magnetic field, colUsional diffusion across the
magnetic field) which we expect to be valid in low earth orbit for high current contactors, but for
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which there have been no ground based experiments. Such experiments are very important for
confirmingthe theory,or showing how itmust be modified.
In previouswork [2'3]it has been suggested that the plasma contactorcloud willconsistof
severaldifferentregions.Firstwillbe an innercorewhere the cloud willbe isotropicbecause the
two major directionsof anistropy,namely the earth'smagnetic fieldand the directionof motion of
the sourcewillbe shieldedby the dense plasma from the contactorsource.There willthen be two
outer regionswhere the two directionsof anisotropyare manifested.Previously,ithas generally
been assumed thata substantialcurrentofambient electronscan be collectedonly from fieldlines
thatpass through the innercoreregion[2,4].However, we willshow in Section4 thatforconditions
in low earth orbititmay alsobe possibleto collecta significantelectroncurrentfrom the outer
core region,where the anisotropyclueto the magnetic fieldisimportant.
There has been much debate about the sizeof the core regionfrom which electronscan be
collected.One estimateisobtained by matching the cloud densityto the ambient density[5'6]
and another by takingmagnetic fieldeffectsintoaccount[7]
where ue isthe radiallydependent electroncollisionfrequency(includingeffective"collisions_ due
toturbulence).A thirdestimateisobtainedby requiringregularityofthe self-consistentpotential[8]
and finally a fourth estimate comes by requiring a consistent space charge limited flow inside the
core[ 9]
2
tl't/_t/u/2 Ir .... s:_ m.n.u, lr_or .
These diverse theories give a wide range of current enhancement factors for the plasma cloud.
If we assume a core cloud of radius rcore, then continuity of current gives
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and the gain is
X,(,oo,,) _,(,',o,.,.)- X,(,o_o_)
Plasma contactorcloudsenhance or produce electroncurrentflowthrough two possiblepaths.
First(the firstterm on the righthand sideof the equation),they can serve as virtualanodes
through which electronsfrom faraway can be drawn and collectedto the realanode at the center
of the cloud. Secondly (thesecond term on the righthand side),the neutralgas associatedwith
the cloud can become ionized,creatingelectron-ionpairs.The electronswillbe collectedto the
anode, and the ionswillbe repelled.For use in space with an electrodynamictether,however,
ionizationof contactorneutralsisnot an efficientuse of neutralgas;ifthisisthe only means by
which the currentisenhanced,then the same neutralgas can be used more efficientlyb ionizing
itinternallyin an ion source. Plasma contactorswillbe usefulifthey enable the ionosphereto
supply electrdns.The two sourcesofelectronsinthe ionosphereare the ionosphericplasma and the
ionosphericneutrals.However the mean freepath forionizationofthe ionosphericneutralgas isso
long (many kilometers)thationizationofthisgas on the lengthscaleofthe plasma contactorcloud
ishighlyunlikely.For thisreasonwe shallassume thatallionizationassociatedwith contact,ors is
ionizationofcontactorneutralgas.Thereforeplasma contactorscan be usefulwith electrodynarnic
tethersonly ifthey enhance currentby collectingambient electronsfrom the ionosphere. The
collectedelectroncurrent l,(reor,)willgenerallybe the saturationcurrenttimes the area of the
corecloud 4_rr_o,,,or,ifthe contactorisonlycollectingelectronsalongmagnetic fieldlinesrunning
intothecorecloud,then It(tea,,)willbe the saturationcurrenttimes 21error,.(If,as we consider
in Section4,the corecloud isnot sphericalbut iselongatedinthe directionof the magnetic field,
then r_or,isthe minor radius,acrossthe magnetic field.)For thisreasonthe sizeofr_,, iscrucial
to the effectivenessof plasma contactorsas electroncollectorsinspace.
In Section 3 fficollisionlessdouble layertheorywillbe derived,along the linesof Wei and
Wilbur[9},Amemiya[ 10],and itwillbe shown that thistheory providesa good quantitativede-
scriptionof ground-based experiment8at moderately low currents,but itwillnot be applicableto
space-basedcontactorsexceptatextremelylow currentand power. Ifthe electronsare strictlycol-
lisionless,then the magnetic fieldpreventselectronsfrom reachingthe anode unlessthey originate
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on fieldlinesthat pass closeto the anode (which limitsthe currentthatcan be collected)or the
anode potentialishigh enough to pullelectronsacrossthe magnetic fieldto the anode from some
distanceaway. A necessaryconditionforthis,which depends on the anode radiusrano_,was found
by Parkerand Murphy [111.Another constrmnton rs_ isthatitmust be lessthan theinnerradius
of the double layer.We willshow that any sphericallysymmetric double layerwith space-charge
limitedcurrentgreaterthan a very low limit(about50 mA collectedelectroncurrent,correspond-
ing to 1 rnA emitted ion current,fordaysideequatoriallow earthorbit,and even lower currentfor
nightside) which satisfies these constraints must have an anode radius that is close to rcort. Such a
plasma contactor would serve no purpoee, since it would hardly collect any more ambient electron
current than the bare anode. This means that an unmagnetized collisionless space-charge limited
double layer model, as analyzed by Wei and Wilbur [9], cannot apply in space, except at very low
currents, no matter how great the potential is. If the anode emits a current greater than this, at
zero initial velocity (i.e. space-charge limited), and if the electrons axe assumed to be collisionless,
then the double layer cannot be spherically symmetric, regardless of the potential. Electron collec-
tion will be inhibited across the magnetic field, and the collected electron current will be lower than
predicted by the Wei-Wilbur theory [9] for that anode potential and emitted ion current. Although
a theory valid in this regime is not available, we can still obtain on upper limit on the collisionless
electron current that can be collected, and a lower limit on the anode potential, for a given ion
current, by assuming that the Parker- Murphy condition is marginally satisfied for a double layer
obeying the equations of Wei and Wilbur, and ignoring the constraint that the inner radius of such
a double layer must occur at a greater radius than r_no_. We then obtain an upper limit to the
power than can be generated by a plasma contact.or collecting electrons to a 20 km long tether in
space, in the absence of electron collisions. This maximum power is quite low, only a few hundred
watts, less than an order of magnitude above the power that can be generated by a tether without
a plasma contact.or, using a bare anode to collect electrons.
At higher emitted ion current, there will be a region where the electrons cannot go straight to
the anode, but where mmbient electrons will be trapped, to keep the plasma quasineutral. These
electrons will remain trapped for a time long compared to the time it would take for an unmagne-
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tized electron to go straight to the anode. If there are effective collisions due to instabilities, some
of thesetrapped electronsmay be ableto diffuseto the anode,and the collectedelectroncurrent
may be much greaterthan what would be found inthe coIIisionlessmodel.
In Section4,we willdescribework on a model of the outer core region,in which the motion
along the magnetic fieldiscollisionless,forming a doublelayer,but the motion acrossthe magnetic
fieldiscoUisionaland quasineutral.This model, which isexpected to be applicableto contactors
in space,suggeststhat significantcurrentmay be collectedfrom thisouter coreregion,with low
contactorimpedence. Unfortunatelythereare,to our knowledge, no experimentsin thisregime,
to which the theorycan be compared. Conclusionswillbe presentedin Section5
3 Double-Layer Theory and Implications
3.1 Collisionless Unmagnetized Model
Ground-based experimentsinwhich double layersare seen arewelldescribedby a coUisionless
unmagnetized model, as we willshow. A schematicradialpotentialprofilefor such a model is
shown in Fig.I. We assume that the potentialis monotonic, so there are two components of
plasma, an ambient component and a contactorcomponent. The ambient ionsand electronsare
maxwellian at positionsr wellbeyond the double layer,with ion and electrontemperatures Tia
and T,a,and densitynoo.The contactorplasma has maxwellian electronsat temperature Tec and
coldionsstreaming radiallyout from a plasma sourcelocalizednear the anode, with ion current
I_.The potentiM drop _0 between the source,at r = r,_r_,and the ambient plasma at r _ co, is
assumed tobe much greaterthan any ofthetemperatures,and the radiusatwhich the double layer
forms isassumed to be much greaterthan a Debye length.With these assumptions,the plasma
isquasineutraleverywhere except insidethe double layer,at r_,_n,,< • < •o,,t,,.(Here ro_,, is
the radius,calledr¢or*in the Introduction,at which the ambient electronsaturationcurrent is
collected.)Insidethe contactorcloud,at • < •_n,_Gr,thereare no ambient ions,and the densityof
ambient electrons,which have been acceleratedinthe doublelayer,ismuch lessthan the densityof
contactorelectrons,so quasineutralityrequiresn,c(r)= ,_c(r).The densitiesofcontact,or electrons
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and ions are related to the potential _ (defined relative to r _ oo) by
n,, -- n.o_rc,exp[(_- #_0)/T.,] (1)
_, = n._,°.(,.o_,°.1,)211+ (_ - ÷)/T..]-_/: (2)
where we have assumed that ions are emerging from the source at the sound speed (Ttc/rr_) 1/_,
due to acceleration in a Bohm presheath, and we have neglected any ionization or recombination
occurringat • > •.o...°.Settingthe righthand sidesof Eqs.(I) and (2) equal to each other gives
a transcendentalequation for_(•).Itisevidentthatfor• ;_.•.o_,rc.,
_(•)_ _0-2z.0_(•/•.o.,°,) (s)
so the potentialonly drops a few times Tec insidethe contactorcloud,much lessthan the total
potentialdrop. The sourcedensitynjourc0isrelatedto the ion current[_by
z,= 4,•L,r,._.o.,..(T.°/-_) 1/2 C4)
Outside the double layer,at • > •o_._,the ambient electrondensity decreasesfrom noo as r
decreases,because no electronsare emitted from the double layer.We assume that there are no
sourcesof electrons,or collisions,which could fillin the resultingempty regionof velocityspace.
From quasineutrality,the ambient iondensitymust alsodecreaseas • decreases(evenifthe density
of contactorions,acceleratedin the double layer,issmallcompared to the ambient ion density),
so the potentialmust riseby an amount on the orderof T_4. IfT_. ismuch lessthan T0_,then
the ambient electrondensityisnot affectedby the potential,so itisreduced from noo by a simple
geometric factor
1
n..(r)- _noo[1+ (I- •_,,I•_)'12] (s)
and the potentialisgiven by
_(•)= T,.ln(_=/_) (8)
(Thisriseinpotentialgoingfrom infinityto•_,_.rcausestheambient electronstobecome supersonic
by the time they reach r_,t_,,so thattheys_isfythe Bohm sheathcondition[12'13].This potential
was calculatedby Alpert,Gurevich and Pitaevskii[141forthe case T_ = Tt.,so we have labeled
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this region the _Alpert-Gurevich presheath" in Fig. 1.) The potential drop from routtrto oo isjust
Tjn2, much lem than the totalpotential drop. Most of the potential drop must therefore occur in
the double layer. Within the double layer,r#n_r < r < rou_er,the plasma isnot quasineutral, and
Poisson's equation (forspherical symmetry)
I d 2d0= 4,(n.- (7)
must be satisfiedsubject to the boundary conditions that 0 and dO/dr be continuous at r#_ne,and
route,.These four boundary conditions specify s solution to the second order differentialequation,
and the values of the free parameters richerand ro_tt,.Since most of the drop in potential occurs
in the double layer,to a good approximation the boundary conditions are
OCr,,.,)-- - Ca)
--0 (9)
dO/dr = 0 at rinn_r and ro_ao (10)
If, as we have assumed, T_o << T,., then the a_mbient ion density drops much more quickly than the
ambient electron density as the potential starts to rise going inward from router, and we can neglect
the ambient ion density in Eq. (7). Similarly, since the energy of the contactor ions is greater than
Tec at rdnn_r, even if only by a logarithmic factor, the contactor electron density drops much more
quickly than the contactor ion density in going outward from r_e., and to rough approximation
we can neglect the contactor electron density in the double layer. In the double layer, then, we
must solve Poisson's equation, Eq. (7),with
2
noo ro,,t,rexpC0/T,4)[1 _ erf(_)]
nj -'- 2 r2
r Jource
(11)
(12)
An approximate analytic solution, which provides some physical insight, may be found when the
double layer is thin, i.e. r_c,- r_n_ _ r#_°r. Then, in the vicinity of rin_, for AD <<: •- •i_e_ <'_:
• o,t_ - ri_._,, the potential approximates a Child-Langmuir sheath, with negligible ne
0(r_rm_.) - 0Or) _ 3'/ST, cln(r_nru_/r,o_._°)(r.-- r_n.____/ ,/s (13)
AD ,inn_r
!
|
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where
T.<,n(,,..../,.oo.<.)(,,...,)'
_- 2I_1F_lOi/tl \ PlOUrCl I
isthe Debye length at rinmu_r.In the vicinityof rower,forAD << rower-- r << router -- rinnerlthe
potentialapproximates an invertedChild-Lsngmuir sheath,with negligiblen_
34/s (r_,,, -,_ ./s
--_-T,.\ AD,oug,r /
where
_ 2D,o_.ter - Yea
(is)
(16)
isthe Debye lengthst r_,r. The transitionfrom Eq. (13)to Eq. (15)occurswhen n, _ n_,which
istosay st the pointwhere the two expressionsfor_b(r),Eqs.(13)and (15),have secondderivatives
that axe equal inmagnitude (butwith oppositesigns).At thispoint,the two expressionsfor@(r)
must have the sa_nefirstderivative.This means that the transitionfrom Eq. (13)to Eq. (15)
must occur halfway between n,,,, and rower,with @(r)antisymrnetricabout thispoint,and the
coefficientsin frontofthe two expressionsfor@(r)must be equal,
-l/:l ,r, _-4/s
2T,=ln (r_..a, / r,ou.=, )AD j..=, = " .." D,o,,*..
Eq. (17)leadsimmediately to the wellknown double layerrequirement[:]
s,/4 =
(17)
(18)
where I,= 2zr_.J_, and joo = en_C2rT,=/m,)*i' isthe _mbient electronsaturationcurrent
density.In otherwords,the contactorcloudwillexpand freelyuntilthe ion currentdensity///4gr:
isequal to the ambient electronsaturationcurrenttimes (m,/m_) Ill.IfT,, _ T,c,then thiswill
occur when the densityoftheconteu:torplasma iscomparable to the densityofthe ambient plasma.
From Eqs. (13),(15),mad (17),the width of the double layerisrelatedto the potentialdrop
A@ = @(r,rm_) - ¢(r_..) by
(19)
If thisand these resultsare validonly ifthe width given by Eq. (19)ismuch lessthem ri.ne,.
conditionisnot satisfied,then Poisson'sequationmust be solvednumerically,as has been done by
Wei and Wilbur[9]and by Williarns[15],and in thisczmeI,/I_willbe smallerthan (n_/m,) I/i..
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3.2 Comparison With Experiment
The model outlined above is in good agreement with the ground-based experiments of Wilbur [16]
, in those conditions where double layers were seen. In these experiments, the anode had a radius
ranod, = 6 cm, but the effective source radius, where most of the ionization occurred, was r,ou,_, _ 2
cm. _ could vary from 0 to 70V, and the collected electron current could vary from 0 to IA. (At
higher current, the effective collision frequency, due to streaming instabilities, was too high for
collisionless double layer theory to be valid.) Neutral gas, xenon, was introduced at the center of
the anode at a rate that could vary from 1.8 to 13.7 seem, which corresponded to a neutral density
ranging from 3 x 10 ll to 1012 cm -3, concentrated within r,_,c, of the origin. For _ above some
critical value, which depended on the neutral density, ambient electrons accelerated in the double
layer had enough energy to ionize the gas, and the contactor cloud underwent a transition to an
"ignited mode" in which this ionization was the major source of emitted ion current. The electron
temperature and density and the plasma potential were measured as functions of position. The
ambient ion temperature was much lower than the electron temperatures.
In a typical case, with ¢_0 -- 37V, most of the potential drop, 25V, occurred in a double layer
(more or less spherical) located between rln,_r -- 8cm and ro_,r - llcm. The rest of the potential
drop occurred between the anode and ri,,,,c,. The potential profile was virtually fiat outside ro,te,.
The ambient electron temperature was 5.SeV, and the ambient electron density was 3 x 107cm -s.
These electrons have a Larmor radius of about 15 cm in the earth's magnetic field, which is greater
than ro,,t,r - r_,_r, and once they cross the double layer they have a Larmor radius of about 50
cm, which is greater than r_./2ra_, so the electrons can easily reach the anode according to
the Parker-Murphy criterion[ll3, and the assumption in our model of' unmagnetized electrons is
valid. The assumption of collisionless electrons was also marginally satisfied if we estimate the
effective collision frequency to be _, _ I0-2_,. At router we find v, = 3 x 10as -i, and the electron
mean free path is about 30 cm, greater than the width of the double layer, while at r_,_, we find
_'e - 2 × 10as -I and the mean free path of the accelerated ambient electrons is about I m, greater
than r_,_n,r. If the effective collision frequency is less than that taken here then the assumption of
collisionless electrons is easily satisfied. Note that at densities a few times higher, the electron mean
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freepath would be comparable to the double layerwidth,and double layerscouldnot exist.This
isin agreement with observationsat currentsabove 1A. There was alsoa 40eV axnbientelectron
component (theKprimaxy"electrons)ofdensity3× 108cm-s. Such acomponent ofelectronswas not
includedinour model, but theirerectcan be includedby usingan effectiveTe, _ 9eV which would
givethe same electronsaturationcurrentas thatobtainedfrom the 5.SeV and 40eV components.
The collectedelectroncurrent,370mA, was in good agreement with thiselectronsaturation
current integratedover the area of the double layer2_rr_u r (not =4_rouur, sinceitwas a half
sphere).The electronsin the contactorcloudhad a temperature T,c --2eV, and a densitywhich
went from 8 x 10Scm -s at r,oure, down to 2 x 10Zcm -s at finer. This ratio of n,(r#o_c,)/n,(ri,_r) is
close to (r_,,,_,/ro_r¢,)=[(Oo-O(ri,,_r))/T¢,] 1/2, the value given by Eq.(2). The emitted ion current
Ii would then be 2Jrr_oorc,en,(r,o,a.c,)(T,c/rr_) 1/2 = 0.4mA, fairly close to the ion current required
by E<I.(17),(m,/rn,.)z/2f,= 0.Tm.A.The observedwidth of thedoublelayer,ro,a,,-r;_, _ 3cm, is
a few times greatertha_nthe width of0.6cm predictedby Eq.(18),but itislikelythatthe measured
width issmeared out by fluctuationsin the positionof the double layer.Such fluctuationscould
be due to some intrinsicproperty of the double layerthat would cause it to oscillatearound
equilibrium[17] insteadof asymptoticallyapproachingequilibrium.Such behavior islikelyto be
associatedwith non-monotonic potentials[18],a featurethatwe have not included in our model.
The fluctuationscould alsobe caused by a more mundane effect,such as fluctuationsin the gu
feed.Itwould be of interesto try to measure such fluctuationsand to determine theircause.
3.3 Limitations of We] and Wilbur Model Due to Magnetized Electrons
In Wilbur's ground based experiments[16]the Larmor radiusof the ambient electronsin the
earth's0.3G magnetic fieldisabout 20cm, much greaterthan the 3 cm thicknessof the double
layer,so thema/[netic f_eJd_ not signiiqcantlydeflecthe electronsas theycrossthe double layer.
Once they cro_ the double layer,theywillhave s Larmor radiusof about 50 cm, and in the 8 cm
they have to traverseto get to the anode,they willbe deflectedby about ½(8)=/50 = 0.7 cm, less
than the 6 cm radiusof the anode,consequentlythe magnetic fieldwillnot inhibitthe electrons
from gettingto the anode[Ill.Hence our model, which assumed unmagnetized electrons,ought
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to be valid. An additional requirement of our model, ri_n_. > r,_, is also satisfied in Wilbur's
experiments.
In space, on the other hand, the ambient electron temperature, at lea.st in the equatorial region,
is much leas, only about 0.1eV, so the Larmor radius is about 2.5cm, and the density is much less
than in the ground based experiments (about 10Scm -s rather than 3 x 107cm-S). Therefore, to
collect an electron current of several amps from the ambient plasma will require r_at, of tens of
meters, much greater than the electron Larmor radius. The electrons can traverse such a distance
only ifthey undergo collisions(or effectivecollisionsdue to some kind of instability),or ifthey
can gain enough energy u they crossthe double layerto remain, in eli'ect,unmagnetized, until
they reach the anode. We have consideredthe latterpossibility,and have found that,even with
ratheroptim£sticassumptions,itrequiresa sheath impedance that isundesirablylarge,sinceit
would resultinmost ofthe tetherpotentialdrop occurringinthesheath. We concludethateffective
collisionsofsome kind areneeded ina plasma contactorinspace,inordertocollecta largeelectron
currentfrom the ambient plasma, at a reasonableimpedance.
Parker and Murphy [111have shown that,in the absence of collisions,and for e_o _ Tea, a
necessaryconditionwhich must be satisfedforelectronsat e_a,rto reach the anode is
: : : : 1/2< 1+ (20)
Eq. (20)isalsoasufficientconditionifallofthepotentialdrop occursina thindoublelayerat '_ut,,.
L
Ifthe double layeristhick,or ifa significantpartofthe potentialdrop occursin the quasineutral
regionson eithersideofthe doublelayer,thenan even more stringentconditionmust be satisfied,in
orderforelectronsto reachthe anode. Another conditionthatmust be satisfiedisria_ >_r,nod,.It
turnsout thatformost parametersofinteresthisconditionand F.q.(20)cannot both be satisfied,
fora sphericallysymmetric space-chargelimitedcollisionlessdouble layer,a.sdescribedby Wei and
Wilbur[9land Amemiya[10]. This istrue except at very low currents,or for anodes with r,,_,d.
almostequal to rout,,.Ifhigherion currentsareemittedfrom an anode (with r_o_ _. "_u,) with
zero initialvelocity,and thereare no collisionsor turbulenceallowingelectronsto be transported
acrossthe magnetic field,then a sphericallysymmetric doublelayercannot develop,no matter how
greatthe potentialis.Electroncollectionwillnecessarilybe inhibitedin the directionacrossthe
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magnetic field; in this direction the potential profile will not follow the form found by Wei and
Wilbur[9],because the collectedambient electroncurrentwillnot be space-chargelimited,but will
be limitedby magnetic fieldeffects.A theory givingthe electroncurrentand potentialin this
anisotropiccollisionlessregime regimeisnot available.However, ifwe ignorethe requirementthat
ri,_,_r> r6r,od,and assume thatonlygq. (20)and the Wei-Wilbur equationsmust be satisfied,then
we can obtain an upper limitforthe electroncurrentthan can be collected,and a lower limitfor
the potential,fora given ion currentand anode radius.
The electroncurrentI,isrelatedto r_, by
I, = oo= 2_rr¢,_,, J_ (21)
where J_ = en,a(T,a/2rm,) 1/= is the ambient electron saturation current. We have calculated
what the impedance of the double layer will be a_uming Eq. (20) is barely satisfied, for r_,_d, = 10
cm. If, as turns out to be true, the resulting impedance is too high to make an efficient plasma
contactor, we will know that we should look at plasma contactors in which the electrons undergo
collisions (or are subject to turbulence which causes effective collisions) and diffuse into the anode,
rather than going into the anode directly.
Using Eq. (21) for 5, assuming Eq. (20) is barely satisfied, and using Wei and Wilbur's
calculation [9] which relates r_,_,,/ri,,,, uniquely to I,/I_, we can find _b0 and I, for a given /'_
and electron saturation current Jy. Since Jy depends only on the properties of the ionosphere in
low earth orbit, both I, and _b0are determined by/_. These values really represent an upper limit for
I, and lower limit for _b0, since Eq. (20)is only a necessary condition, not a sufficient condition, for
collisionlesa electrons to reach the anode, and since we ignored the requirement that r_,:,_, > ra_d_.
The gain and potential drop are obtained by impoaing the Parker-Murphy requirement and the
limited source requirement (Eq. (21)) on the Wei and Wilbur results.
In Figure 2 we show the gain _ against the ion current for argon and for a range of electron
saturation current densities which span the range experienced in an equatorial low earth orbit
(LEO). The gain is somewhat lem than (r_/m,) 1/= = 272 for argon, and is weakly dependent on
the ion current. We also show the associated potential drop through the double layer, which is
really a lower limit on the potential drop. Typical potential drops are in the range of thousands
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of voltsforion currentsin the milliampererange. In Figures2 through 4, the curves axe dashed
in the regime where Eq. (20)cannot be satisfiedfora collisionleudouble layerwith space charge
limitedcurrentexcept by violatingri,_n_r>_r_,_o_.Note that the curvesare dashed except at the
smallestion currents,showing that a collisionlessunmagnetized double layerwith space charge
limitedcurrentisnot possibleformost paraxnetersof interestin low earth orbit.This conclusion
does not depend on ra,o_,.Making rsnoa,< 10 cm would onlymake thingsworse,since,fora fixed
ion current,rin_r would shrinkfasterthan rano_.Making rano_ much greaterthan 10 cm would
allow higherion and electroncurrentswhile satisfyingEq. (20) and r_nn,r> r_no_. However, for
J'_ <:2 x 10-_ A/m 2,thiscould only be done ifrano_cwere nearlyequal to ro_tcr,in which case
the plasma contactorwould serveno purpose. Another way to show thatthisconclusiondoes not
depend on r_no_ is to use Eqs. (19) and (20), with _o _ A_, r_rw#_ = rir, n,r, and ro_t_r _ 2tinter.
Combining theseequationsgivesus
(22)
e _4;ce
router_ ('_'ff'_'P, (23)
\ _cs l
where a_, is the ambient electronplasma frequencyand p, is the ambient electrongyrorsdius.
Equations (18)mad (21)then give
as the maximum ion currentforwhich a collisionlessunmagnetized double layerwith space-charge
limitedcurrentispossible.This ion currentdepends only on ambient quantitiesand m,/rn_,not
on ra_ or _0, and isnevergreaterthan about lmA forlow earthorbit.
In Figure 3 the totalcurrent_ shown as a functionof the electronsaturationcurrentdensity.
The curve obtldned forthe collisionlessdouble layer(reallyan upper limit)isshown for a fixed
ioncurrentof10 mA. For comparison,we alsoshow the totalcurrentforthe isotropicquasineutral
model describedin Ref. [4],and for the anisotropicontactormodel describedin Section 4, for
a fixedion currentof 1 Amp. This figurecompares the realisticrange of operationforthe three
models in typicalambient electronsaturationcurrentdensities.A significantfeatureof thisfigure
isthat as the sourcevariesby two ordersofmagnitude from 2 x 10-4 A/m 2 to 2 x 10-2 A/m=, the
i
i
i
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total current (which isalmost allcollectedelectroncurrent)variesby only a factorof 1.5,forthe
collisionlesedouble layermodel. This would seem to invalidateone of the conclusionsin Ref. [i]
which was thatplasma contactorswould not be usefulon the nightsideofan equatoriallow earth
orbitbecause the collectedcurrentwould drop to almost nothing. Here the double layermoves
out as the electronpressuredrol_ so that the collectedelectroncurrentisalmost the same. On
the other hand, ifwe took intoaccount the actualrequirementsforelectronsto reach the anode,
ratherthan only usingthe Parker-Murphy condition,then itislikelythatatlow saturationcurrent
the double layerwould be inhibitedfrom moving out so far,and the collectedelectroncurrent
would be more sensitiveto saturationcurrent.Except forthe upper end ofthe range ofsaturation
current,the actualelectroncurrentthat could be collectedwithout collisionsiscertainlyfarless
than the upper limitshown in Fig. 3. For the anisotropicollisionalcontactormodel, which is
more relevantfor high currentplasma contactorsin low earth orbit,Fig. 3 shows that the total
currentisabout 4 times higher,and the collectedelectroncurrentisabout 10 timeshigher,on the
dayside (J_ _ 2 x 10-2 A/m 2)than on the nightside(J_ _ 2 × 10-4 A/m2).
In Figure 4 the current voltagecharacteristicisshown for the range of electronsaturation
currentdensities.At constantcurrentin the milliampererange the voltageisseen to vary by two
or threeordersofmagnitude forone orderofmagnitude variationinelectronsaturationcurrent,for
the collisionlemdouble layer.At constantvoltage,the currentisroughly linearwith the electron
saturationcurrent.Ampere range currents(whichaxe mainly electrons)requiretensof thousands
of voltsof potentialdrop, even for the highestvalueof the electronsaturationcurrent. These
curvesrepresentan upper limiton the electroncurrentfor a givenpotential,or a lower limiton
the potentialfora givenelectroncurrent.For currentsgreaterthan about 50 mA, the space charge
limitedcollisionlemdoublelayermodel on which thesecurvesarebased cannot satisfyboth Eq. (20)
and r_,,_ > ra,_; the actualpotentialneeded to collectsuch currents,inthe absenceofcollisions,
would be far greaterthan the lower limitsshown in Fig. 4. Curves forthe isotropicquasineutral
model and anigotropicmodel discmmed in Ref.[4]and Section4 areshown forcomparison.
With the use of theseresultswe can calculatean upper limitfor the currentthat could flow
through a tetherusing a pluma contactorto collectelectrons.A circuitdiagram for a tetheris
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{Table 1: Load er against
. I,(mA)
0.I 7
0.3 6
0.5 5
0.7 2.5
0.9 0.8
efflciencofdouble la
r(A)  o=d(w)
26 0.18 100
27 0.16 260
35 0.14 380
44 0.11 400
75 0.06 290
rercontactor
shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [19]. The total potential drop _btot=_across the contact, or, tether, load,
and electron gun (or electron emitting contactor) is fixed by the length L of the tether, the earth's
magnetic field B0 - 0.33 × I0-4T, mad the orbital velocity of the spacecraft vo - 8km/s. For
L = 20kin, we find _tota = uoBoL = 5333V. The potential across the load is _bio=d= Rlo°d(Ii + [,).
The potential across the tether is R_(Ii + I,), where we take the tether impedance Rt = 200_. We
could include the radiation impedance [20l but this is typically only about 10f/, so may be neglected
compared to the tether impedance. We also neglect the impedance of the electron gun or electron
emitting contact, or. If we assume a typical dayside ionosphere with J_ = 2 x 10-=A/m 2, a good
fit to the numerical results in figure 4 is _b0= b(Ii + Ie) 2"°8 where b = 1.8 x l0 s. For a given load
Rtosd, the current I = I, + Is may be found by solving
_btot=_= Ru°d[ + RtI + bI 2.°s (25)
and we may then find the power across theload P_o°= = Rto=d/_, and the efficiency, = Rloo, dI/_tot=_,
as functions of R_o°d. (This definition of efficiency neglects the energy needed to produce the ions,
but that is justified since this energy, about 50eV, is much less than the potential drop across
the double layer, unless r/ _u 99%.) Table 1 shows ]_o=d and _ as functions of the efficiency
The maximum power to the load is 400 W, but this occurs when the efficiency is only 70%.
As noted in Ref. [1], in order for tethers to be competitive with other power systems in space it
is necessary for them to operate at high efficiency, at least 80% or 90%. This is because all of
the power has to be made up by periodically boosting the tether but only the load power can be
!
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usefullyused. Ifwe desirean efficiencyof85%, then themaximum load power we can obtainisonly
320 W. The maximum power willinfactbe much lessthan this,sinceEq. (20)isnot a sufficient
conditionfor electronsto get acrossthe magnetic fieldto the anode[11],and isknown to be far
from sufficientin the regimewhere rouu,>> r#_, which istrueat the maximum power. Also,the
requirementthatr,_,e,> ro_o_,isfarfrom satisfiedatthe ioncurrentneeded formaximum power.
We conclude that itis not po_ible to design a high power contactorwhich draws electrons
straightacrossa doublelayerwithoutcollisions.Insteadwe shouldconsiderdesignswhere collisions
(or,more realisticaily,effectivecollisionsdue toinstabilitiesofsome kind)transportelectronsacross
the magnetic fieldto the anode.
3.4 Conditions for Ignited Plasma
The calculationso farwith the double layermodel have allbeen for a totallyionizedplasma.
For a partiallyionizedplasma itispossibleto includethe effectof ionizationand to show when the
plasma willignite.Ifwe assume the neutralgas isexpanding radiallyfrom the sourceat r,our,,
and that only a small fractionof itgetsionized,then the neutraldensityvarieswith radiusas
no(r) -- no(r,o.r.)(r,ou.e,/r) 2. We apply conservation of mass from r,_.. to rinner to obtain
r.Cd- ''°'' "'°""]) (2e)
r rinr_ r
where _/(AO) -"no(r,our,)r,our,#. Here the electronionizationcross-section# isto be evaluated
at a typicalenergy foran incoming ambient electron,A_b + Tea. From conservationof currentwe
obtainthe gain as
= I -i- (_(r, nner) - 1) exp(_(1 - rCn,,r )) (27)
1 + (_(,,,,_) - 1)(1 - exp('y(1 - r,.... )))
where _(r_n_) = I/I_(r_n._,). The ion current at the source in terms of the ion current just inside
the double layeris
----1 1)(I --exp(T(l r.ourc.)))r,rm.r (28)
In order to interpret the calculations in Fig. 2 with ionization present we must interpret the ion
current in the abscissa as _(rinne,), and the gain as _(r_,m,r). The relationship in terms of the ion
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current emitted at the source is given above. It is apparent that there may be no positive solution
of the source ion current for a given ion current at the double layer. Physically this will occur
when there is so much neutral gas that the mixed gas-plasma flow ignites giving an avalanche of
ion current. The ion current and collected electron current will continue to increase, and cannot
reach a steady state until the coUisionless double layer model is no longer valid. By setting the
source ion current to zero we can obtain this critical neutral density for ignition as
-ln(1- 1/_(r,,_,)) 1 (29)
If we relate the source neutral density to the ion flow rate and initial fractional ionization (f_) we
obtain ignition for
1-f_
Taking rjo,rce -" 0.1 m, c0 -- 4.89 x 103 m/s, _r _- _,,_, - 3.21 x 10-)° m -) (for ionization
of argon) and fi - 10-4 which is typical of hollow cathode devices, we find that the critical ion
current is much greater, for a given gain, than the ion currents for which the collisionless double
layer model is valid in low earth orbit, shown as solid curves occur in Fig. 2. Hence ignition will
never occur in this regime. Ignition might be possible in the regime of higher ion current and lower
gain typical of the anisotropic coilisional contactor model described in Section 4.
4 Anisotropic Contactor Model
Hastings and Blandino [4] considered a model where electrons were transported across the mag-
netic field by effective collisions due to instabilities, and assumed that such transport could occur
only out to a distance root, where the effective collision frequency v, was greater than the electron
cyclotron frequency _c,. With that model, they found that the Collected aJnbient electron current
for typical parameters in low earth orbit was less than the emitted ion current. Here, we consider
the po_ibility that electrons can be collected from a more distant region where _e < _c,. In that
region the contactor cloud will be anisotropic, extending further in a direction along the magnetic
field than across the magnetic field. We therefore use cylindrical coordinates z and % where r now
refers only to the distance across the magnetic field, not to the total distance from the anode as it
)
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did in previoussections.We assume thatthe plasma densityin the cloud isstillgreatenough to
shortout the electricfieldue to the orbitalvelocity,so the cloud willbe cylindricallysymmetric.
(At stillargerdistancesfrom the anode, the effectsof the orbitalmotion induced electricfield
willbecome important,and the cylindricalsymmetry willbe broken.) In thisregionthe electron
velocitywillbe mostly azimuthal,at the driftvelocity
e a@ 1 aT. T, an.
= (31)
rril_ee _r melee _r me_een_ ar
For parameters of interest, this drift velocity is much greater than the radial flow velocity of the
emitted ions, which are effectively unmagnetized since we usume that the scale lengths are all
much less than an ion Larmor radius. The velocity difference between the electrons and ions
will then be nearly in the azimuthal direction. This relative cross-field drift velocity of magnetized
electrons and unmagnetized ions can give rise to a severs] instabilities, among them the ion acoustic
instability(both k±p= > 1 and kip, < 1 varieties),the Buneman instability,the electroncyclotron
driftinstability(alsoknown as the beam cyclotroninstability),the modifiedtwo-stream instability,
and the lower hybrid driftinstability.Which of these instabilitiesdominates depends on such
parameters as T,/T_, vd/c,, vd/u,, _,, _v,/aJee, and v_/vA. These instabilities will give rise to
turbulent azimuthal electric fields, which will exert an azimuthal drag force Fe = vemtv_ on the
electrons,givingriseto a driftin the F x B0 (inwaxdradial)directionat velocity
ue
Vr = --_ (32)
_Jce
We willassume that the potentialdrop in the plasma cloud isvery much greaterthan the ion
temperature T_,which istypicallyonly a few eV. Since,as we willshow later,T, tends to be only a
few timeslessthan ¢_o,thisimpliesthatT,/Yi >> 1,exceptperhaps nearthe edge ofthe cloud.Also
c,<_ t,d",_v,. In thesecircurnJtances,we expectthe/c±p,> 1 ion acousticinstabilityto dominate
(thisisthe same ms the ion acousticinstabilityin an unmagnetized pl_ma). The effectivecollision
frequencyr_,forthisinstabilityin itsnonlinearsaturatedstatescaleswith densitylikea:p,,and is
independentof c,/vdforc, ,_ v_,but thereissome uncertaintyas to itsdependence on T,/_ and
vd/v,.We willsimply assume that
_'_ _ 10-2aJp_ (33)
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independentof the other parameters.There isconsiderabletheoreticaland experimentalevidence
that the effectivecollisionfrequencydue to ion acousticturbulenceis proportionalto _p,, and
somewhat weaker evidence that the constantof proportionalityshould be 10-2, as in Eq. (33).
This evidenceisdiscussedin Ref. [7].In addition,we note that particlesimulationsof saturated
ion acousticturbulencein infinitemediumI21,22,23}generallygiveeffectivecollisionfrequenciesof
thismagnitude, and that experimentalobservationsof coUisionlesshocks are in agreement with
thisresult[24].In a plasma contactor,thescalelengthsaxenot infinitecompared tothe wavelengths
of the unstable modes, the geometry differsfrom that of Ref. [24],and Eq. (33)may have to be
modified.(Indeed,the requirementthatthe wavelengthsofthe dominant unstablemodes be small
compared to the radialscalelengthwillprobably set a lower limiton the ion currentforwhich
thismodel is valid.)A proper determinationof _,,would requirea 3-D particlesimulationof
a contactorcloud,and experimentalobservationsin the relevantregime to make sure that the
simulationincludesallof the relevantphysics.Short of that,Eq. (33)isa reasonableguess that
should be of help in choosing parameters for more carefultheoreticaland experimentalstudies.
The method we willuse to findanalyticexpressionsfor@(z,z) and the collectedelectroncurrent
may alsobe appliedusing more realisticexpressionsfori,,,.
The divergenceofthe r_dialfluxofelectronsdue tove and the r_clialelectricfieldand temper-
ature and densitygradientsmust be bManced by a_ninward fluxof electronsalong the magnetic
field,neglectingionizationand recombination:
la a
;aW + = 0 (34)
At high densities, such as those in the experiment of Urrutia and Stenzel {25I, with _p, >> a_c,,
the mean free path of electrons will be short compared to the length of the contactor cloud, and the
velocity v, along the magnetic field may also be found by balancing the force from the electric field
ecg@/az with the drag force m,v, uz. In this case Eq. (34) will generally not be separable in • and
z, and it is necessary to solve a fully two-dimensional partial differential equation. The boundary
conditions will be that v, - 0 and @ - 0 at the same surface, and the flux of electrons across this
surface must be equal to the flux of the electron saturation current of the ambient plasma (along
the magnetic field) outside the surface. The potential _b(r, z) would be quasineutral everywhere.
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Since the position of the _ = 0 surface is not known in advance, this would be a difficult numerical
problem. The ambient plasma in low earth orbit has much lower density, _ __ _,, and this would
also be true in most of a space-based contactor cloud, which, as we will show, would extend Mong
the magnetic field to a distance where the cloud density is comparable to the ambient density. In
this case, the electrons will flow freely along the magnetic field, and a different model is needed. If"
the totM potentiM drop _ between the anode and the ambient plasma is greater than Te, and T_o,
then double layers will form at a distance z0 along the magnetic field in both directions, where
j, = = (35)
for thin double layers, just as in the unmagnetized collisionless case (see Eq. (18)). Here g(z) is a
factor to take into account that the ions are focussed by the potential ¢(r, z) if it is not spherically
symmetric. Although the flow of electrons along the magnetic field is nearly collisionless, we will
assume that thereisenough drag to slow down the incoming electronsslightly,so that they will
J
not escape out the other end, but willbecome trapped in the cloud. Only a small amount of
drag isneeded for thisif_b0>> Teo,and thiscould be provided by electron-electronstreaming
instabilitieswhich produce effectivecollisionfrequenciesofonly a small fractionofwpe. Even ifall
ofthe electronsarenot trapped,making thisassumption willnot introducea largeerrorifmost of
them are trapped. At z = +go, the fluxofelectronsalongthe fieldmust then satisfythe boundary
condition
n,_, = _J=/e (36)
Because the flowof electronsacrossthe magnetic fieldiscollisional,no double layerexistsin the
radialdirection.For fixed[zI< z0,_b(r,z) must decreasesmoothly to zeroat some r1(z),satisfying
quasineutralityallthe way. For fixedr, along a given fieldline,as long as ¢(r,z = 0) > T,(r),
_b(r,z) willnot go to zerofor Izl< z0. If_b0isat leasta few times greaterthan T,, then _b(r,z = 0)
willbe greaterthan T, forallr not too closeto ri(z= 0). Itfollowsthat rl isnearlyindependent
ofz. The contoursof _b(r,z),and the flowofionsand electrons,are shown schematicallyin Fig.5.
This means that Eq. (34)willbe separablein r and z. The boundary conditionsin r are
¢(r = = ¢o+ = 0))
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10T,0¢_ = at r rx (39)
Or ear
The lastconditionfollowsfrom the factthatv, = 0 outsidethe contactorcloud,and thereisno
sourceor sink of electronsat r - rl,hence I),must vanishat rijustinsidethe contactorcloud.
Eq. (31)(with 7',--0),and Eq. (32)then yieldEq. (39).
4.1 Electron Temperature
Before proceeding with the calculationof the potentialprofileO(r),we willbrieflyconsider
whether we axejustifiedin assuming that_boisatleasta few times greaterthan T,. The electron
temperature profileT,(r)isdetermined by the balancebetween convection,conduction,and ohmic
heating (both perpendicularand parallelto the magnetic field).We neglectionizationand line
radiation,which should only be important near the anode,and we neglectheat lostby electrons
boilingout along the magnetic field.
=o
Here _cisthe cross-fieldthermal conductivity,which isdominated by turbulencejustas the drag
is.In general
C,.T.u. (41)
where C isa constantwhich depends on the detailsofthe _collisions"causingthe heat transport.
For electronthermal conductivityacrossa magnetic fieldue toCoulomb coUisions{26],forexample.
C = 4.7.
The boundary conditionsaxe
T. = 0 at r = rx (42)
aT. Q n.wT. at , = r.no_ (43)
g'a';/= 4*r4._zo
where Q is the heat fluxgoing intothe anode. This isgenerallygreaterthan the convectiveheat
fluxintothe anode (thesecond term on the righthand side),because (v_)fora half-maxwellianis
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greaterthan Iv_)(vz).So aT,/ar > 0 atr_. Because Tc --0 at r --rl,aTe at must change sign
between r_,o_ and r,,and we can estimatethatthesecond term in Eq. (40)isoforder -_:Te/n,r_.
Using Zqs. (31),(32),and (41)we find
( 0@ 0T,)a .v, n.T.C (44)
Then the first term in Eq. (40) is of order +_:e@/C,,rt 2, and the third term is of order +,ce_@2/C,,T,r_.
From Eqs. (34) and (36) the fourth term in Eq. (40) is comparable to (sad has the same sign as)
the third term.
If C s 1, it follows that the second and/or the first term must balance the third and fourth
terms, so 71, is of order e@. If' C >> 1, then the second term alone must balance the third and
fourthterms,and T, _ e_/C I/2 << e_. Our assumption that T, isat leasta few times lessthan @
isthus validifC issomewhat greaterthan one. This istrueforCoulomb collisions;whether itis
truefor ion acousticturbulenceisan open questionthat isbeyond the scope of thispaper. If_;
isdominated by an energetictailofthe electrondistribution,perhaps electronscollectedfrom the
ambient plasma which have not yet thermalized,then C >> 1.
4.2
t_z
Potential Profile and Cloud Radius
To find4(r),we firstintegrateEq. (34)over z from -z0 to +zo, and use Eq. (36)to eliminate
•o _z_,,._, = 2J2° (45)
(Itmay seems counter intuitivethatfindingthe electroncurrentshould requirean integrationover
z, sinceno electronsare collectedacrossfieldlinesat the boundary of the cloud at r = rl,only
along fieldlinesat the boundary at • = +zo. The purpose of the z integrationissimply to show
thatthe dominant contributionto the cross-fieldelectrontransportcomes from small z,so that u,
may be evaluatedat z - 0 when the radialintegrationisdone.) To obtain an expressionforn,,
which appears explicitlyin Eq. (45)and alsoimplicitlythrough the dependence of u, on wp,,we
use quasineutrality
..=-, = + ,')-'g(r,,)(e-4,)-*/' (46)
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The expressionforn#inEel.(46)comes from thefactthatthe ionsareunmagnetized, and expanding
sphericallyfrom the anode. The factorg(r,z) takesintoaccountthe focussingof the ionsby ¢_(r,z)
which isnot sphericallysymmetric. Using Eq. (32)forW, Eq. (33)for re,Eq. (46)for rte,taking
B0 = 0.3G, definingthe ion atomicweight/_= rn_/mp,and expressing/'#inarnps,or_ in amps/m 2,
and @ and _ involts,Eq. (45)becomes
+,0dz1__0[_(_o- _)-s/,(,_f-_o r Or (47)
Because (O0- @) and O@/Or arefairlyindependentofz,and theintegrandismost stronglyweighted
nearz --0,we replace@ and 8@ at by theirvaluesatz - 0,sothey can be taken out ofthe integral.
Similarly,we can setg(r,z) _ 1,becauseself-consistentlyherecannot be a strongfocussingeffect
for z < r where most ofthe contributionto the integralis.We then do the integrationover z
0-_011(@o- ,@}-sl'8_blOrj:-12rI_'3/2_-s14j_ (4s)
We integrateF_,q.
constant
(48) over r, using the boundary condition Eq. (39) to obtain the integration
"4am(_ _)-s/_ ..,.-s/_.-3/,,.oo__2_ar (49)
where
1 -1o-s/4 -lOT, ,_/2 s/4,-oo,-I
,'_,= d + F" ,po _ W; " _' t.,. J
We integrate over • again, using E<t. (37) at z = 0 to obtain the integration constant
(5o)
(_- _)_/'=o.5r_s/2_-s/'JT(2_r2- ,')
k
Finally we use F.,q: (38) in Eq. (51) to obtain an equation for r,
r 1_ __s/,._laT, rs/2 s/_tr_-_l
'A_/'=°sz-S/'*'-s/t_TL";+_"'''° ° W_" " '"'' J
(sl)
(s2)
If, as we have been a_suming, T, _ e_0, then the second term in brackets may be neglected, and
,., = L_,X,o'/"f,/'.s/,.(j,,,,)-,/, (s3)
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Note that rl has an extremelyweak dependence on _. For almost any reasonable_bo,say 10V <
_bo< 1000V, forargon,and forJ_ = 2mA/m 2,which isbetween the typicaldaysideand nightside
values,
rl_ 15_/s (54)
and
In general the total current ! = h + I_ is
z = + 18
(ss)
(56)
A substantialambient electroncurrentcan be collectedforvaluesof_boand totalcurrentthatare of
interestfortethers.For 1 A ofargon at J_ = 2mA/m:, forexample, we get a gain I/[i= 3,while
for 0.5 A of xenon, at a typicaldaysideelectronsaturationcurrent J_ = 20mA/m 2,we obtain
[/li = 12. These gains,although not as largeas the gains that were found with a completely
collisionlessdouble layermodel, can stillmake a significantcontributiontooperationof tethersfor
power generation.These electroncurrentsare much greaterthan the electroncurrentsfound inthe
quasineutralmodel of Ref. [4];the physicalreasonforthisisthatelectronsare transportedacross
the magnetic fieldfrom much greaterradius,where ue<< tact.
In Fig. 3, the totalcurrentisshown for a fixedion currentof 1 A, as a functionof electron
saturationcurrent,usingEq. (56),and iscompared tothetotalcurrentfortheisotropicquasineutral
model discussedinSection4,and forthe collisionlessdoublelayermodel usingan ioncurrentof0.01
A. Note that the currentfrom Eq. (56)ismuch more sensitiveto the electronsaturationcurrent
than inthe caseofthe coUisionlessdoublelayermodel. The reasonisthatthe anisotropicontactor
cloud,unlikethe coUisionlemdouble layercloud,cannot easilyexpand to largerradiusto make up
fora decreaseinthe ambient electrondensity.InFig.4,the currentvoltagecharacteristicsshown,
from F_,q.(56),for J_ = 2 mA/m 2,and compared to the resultsfrom the isotropicquasineutral
model, and from the collisionlessdouble layermodel fora range of electronsaturationcurrents.
For realisticpotentials,lessthan 1000V, the currentfrom Eq. (58)isatleastan order ofmagnitude
greaterthan forthe collisionlessdouble layermodel.
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Table 2: Load
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
Z,(A)
1
1
1
1
1
ainst effcienc,
X(A)
4,99 4.99
4.83 4.83
4.6 4.6
4.22 4.22
2.32 2.32
of anisotro
,%.( )
2.64
7.65
12.1
15.4
10.6
)tc contactor
Table 3: Load
,1 I(A)  oo,(kw)
0.1 22.64 1 22.64 12.1
0.3 17.56 1 17.56 28.1
0.5 12.48 1 12.48 33,3
0.7 7.4 1 7.4 27.7
0.9 2.3 1 2.3 11.2
a_nsteffcienc_ofemittin an ion beam
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Table 2 shows the loadpower P_o.d againsteffciency,usingthe same ambient plasma and tether
parameters as inTable 1,but usingEq. (56)to relateI and #_0.In thiscase,the maximum power
obtained at -_ 80% efficiencyis 12kW, much higherthan in Table 1. Of course in a comparison
with_thecollisionlessdoublelayerresultsthe energeticostofproducing more ion currentmust be
compared to the costofthe high potentialassociatedwith the space chargelimiteddouble layer.
Finallyin Table 3 we show the power to the load fora quuineutrai model which just emits
an ion beam, or a doublelayer model with ionization,so that a largecurrentflowsfor very low
potentialdrop (A÷ :_-0, _ = I). At 90% effciencythisconfiguration,which makes no use of
the:ambientpluming,can generateonly slightlyhigherpower than the a_xisotropiccontactor,and
requires substantially higher emitted ion current. This shows that the anisotropic cont_tor could
make a _gnificant contribution to the operation of tethers for power generation.
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Table 4: Contactor models ant
Model Limits of validity
Bare ion source Ii > -re
Bare anode Ii < le
router _ 2ranode
Collisionhu
unmagnetised
double layer
Low
collisionality
magnetised
Anisotropic
(magnetised
collisional)
ro_ter _ 2r_nodej ranode _ rlnnerp
r ,,,/rano <
<
router _ 2ranod_,
r ,e,/rano >
Ve <_ aJce, ]¢.Lrl <_ 1
Ve <_ a)¢e aJ; rlj
Pe < rl, ]cA.rl > I,
r,,_o_ < rh I: < I_
the re{_imeswhere they are valid
Applicablesituations
Ii > 1A in nightside LEO
Very low I_, large r_.o_,
e.f. Ii < 10_A, r,,_ =lm, LEO
Where dhscussed
Table 3
Briefly in Sec. 2
Sec. 3
Isotropic
(unmaKnetised
coll_ionai)
V e _ t#ce at rlj
Ve/Ve < rlj
k±rx > 1, I_ < Ie
I_A < li< ImA in dayside LEO,
ground-baaed experirnents[19l
with li< 1A
., =.,,, =,,
lmA< Ii < 100mA? in dayside LEO
iri= IA in dayside LEO
Marginally in experiment
of Urrutia & Stensel[25],
never in LEO
Not discussed
Sec. 4
Briefly in Sec. 4,
similar model
in Ref.I4 ]
5 Conclusions
We have examined several models for electron collectionby plasma contactors. The range of
validityof the differentmodels, and the situations where they are applicable, are summarized in
Table 4.
The ground based experiments at currents below 1 A appear to be well described by a double
layer model which treats the electrons as collisionlesand unmagnetized. In those experiments,
the double layer forms approximately at the radius where the plasma emitted from the contactor
reaches the ambient plasma density. This radius islessthan or comparable to both the electron
Larmor radius,and the mean free path of the electrons,based on a model for effectivecollisionsdue
to instabilities.In high power space applications,where the plasma cloud must have a radius of
tens of meters, and the ambient electron Larmor radius isonly a few cm, neither of these conditions
applies. Stillneglecting collisions,but taking into account the finiteelectron Larmor radius, we
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findthatambient electronscan getacrossthe doublelayerand reachthe anode onlyifthe Parker-
Murphy condition[11]issatisfied(and even thatisnot a su_icientcondition).For r_dc _ router
and ion currentgreaterthan the righthand sideof Eq. (24) (about I mA fordayside low earth
orbit,even lowerfornightside),the Parker-Murphy conditioncannot be satisfiedfora spherically
symmetric double layerwith space chargelimitedcurrent,sincethe ri_r determined by Wei and
Wilbur[9] would be lessthan r_, for any potentialand ro_tr satisfyingthe Parker-Murphy
condition. This means that such collisionlessdouble layersare not possiblein space except at
very low ion currents.This conclusionfollowsfrom the ma_ ratioand the magnetic field,electron
densityand temperaturefound inlow earthorbit(sincethe righthand sideofEq. (24)depends only
on theseparameters),and does not depend on any assumption made about thepotentialor thesize
of the anode, otherthan rQ_ _t:ro,_er.(Collisionlessdouble layerswith higherion currentsare
possibleifr,_ ismade big enough so that the bare anode could collectalrnoetas much electron
currentasthe contactorcloud,but the contactorcloudwould thenserveno purpose.)At higherion
currentsand small anodes,ifwe assume the electronsare stillcollisionless,the collectedelectron
currentwillnot be space charge limited,as assumed by Wei and Wilbur,but willbe limitedto a
lowervalueby the magnetic field.Neglectingthe requirementthatr_n,,v> r,_, and considering
only the Parker-Murphy condition,we found an upper limitto the coIlisionlesselectroncurrent
that could be collected,and a lower limitto the potential,as a functionofion current.We found
that such a largepotentialisneeded acrossthe double layerin order to draw a reasonablylarge
electroncurrentthatthe availableload power fora 20km longtetherisnever greaterthan 400 W.
The maximum power issurelyfarlessthan this,sincethisfigurewas found fora configurationwith
r_,_,_,_ ro_,,,and the Parker-Murphy conditionisknown to be farfrom suf_cientin that limit;
also,r_n,u_> r_ was known to be farfrom satisfiedat the maximum power. The c011isionless
double layermodel shouldbe validinspace foremitted ioncurrentsuf_cientlylow (I_< I mA for
daysidelow earthorbit,much lowerfornightside)thata doublelayercan form with #_o< 5kV (the
totaltethervoltage)allowingelectronsto get acro_ the magnetic fieldto the anode, and satisfying
r_r > r,_. There isa furtherrequirementforvalidity:the electronsmust not be deflected
from the anode by effectivecollisions,due to instabilities,a theyare traversingthe contactor.But
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this requirement is easily satisfied in space, where the ambient wpe is not too much greater than
OJ¢: c •
Since a plasma contactor described by the col]isionless double layer model cannot generate
anything close to the desired power, we must use much higher emitted ion currents. Although
the transition from the coUisionless double layer model to the collisional quasineutral model is not
completely understood, we expect at sufficiently high ion current that there will be instabilities
strong enough to produce a high effective electron collision frequency in the contactor cloud. Such
a contactor can be described by a collisional quasineutral fluid model, in which electrons can flow
across the magnetic field within a radius rcorc of the anode. If re_, is defined conservatively as
the radius within which the effective electron collision frequency, due to ion acoustic and Buneman
instabilities, exceeds the electron cyclotron frequencyI4], then we find that the contactor has a
very low impedance, but draws very little electron current because r_orc is rather small. The total
contactor current is hardly enhanced at all above the ion current that it is emitting. Even for
those cases of higher To where a modest gain in current occurs, that gain is due almost entirely to
ionization of neutral gas emitted by the contactor, not to collection of electrons from the ambient
plasma. In this case, the gas would probably be used more efficiently if it were ionized internally,
in an ion source, rather than externally, where much of it can be lost.
If we include the anisotropic part of the contactor cloud where the effective electron collision
frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency, then electrons can be collected out to a
much larger radius, and an electron current a few times greater than the ion current can be drawn
from the ambient plasma, even at fairly low potentials. In contrast to the upper limits derived for
the collisionless double layer model, and to the quasineutral model based on the more conservative
definition of rc_,, the electron current has a significant dependence on the electron saturation
current of the ambient plasma in this case, and is substantially higher, for a given ion current,
on the dayside than on the nightside in equatorial low earth orbit. Analytic expressions for the
potential profile and collected electron current can be obtained when the electron motion along
the magnetic field is fairly coilisionless, so that a double layer forms in that direction, but the
electrons flow collisionaily across the magnetic field. This is the regime that is relevant to high
JSI
currentpluma contactorsin low earth orbit. Although the model which issolved analytically
in Section 4 made the simple approximation that the effectivelectroncollisionfrequency,due
only to ion acousticturbulence,isequal to I0-2_p,, independent of Te and the electricfield,
the same method should be applicableusing more realisticexpremions for the effectivecollision
frequency. Another approximation made in our analysisof thismodel isthat thereissuITicient
electronthermal conductivityacrossthe magnetic fieldto keep T, much lower than _b0in the
contactorcloud. The validityofthisapproximation must be examined usingrealisticturbulence
models. Ifthisapproximation isat leastmarginallyvalid,then our resultshouldbe qualitatively
correct.
One important conclusion of our analysis is that most of the present ground based experiments
have limited relevance to space applications of plasma contactors, since they operate in a regime
where the magnetic fieldand effectivecollisionsare not important,or only marginallyimportant.
This istrueofspace-basedcontactorsonly at very low currentand power levels.An exceptionis
the experiment of Urrutiaand Stenzel[25],which examined a plasma inwhich the electronLarmor
- 7 .
radiuswas small compared to the scaleof the potential,and anomalous transportof electrons
acrossthe magnetic fieldwas important. Indeed,they found thatthe anode collectedan electron
currenta few times greaterthan the saturationcurrentofthe fluxtube thatintersectedthe anode,
even when the effectivecollisionfrequencywas lessthan the electroncyclotronfrequency.Urrutia
and Stenzelattributedtheircrossfieldelectrontransportto ion acousticinstabilitiesthat were
excitedby the azimuthal E x B driftof the electronsrelativeto the unmagnetized ions,which
gave riseto azimuthal wave electricfieldswhich cause radialE x B drifts.In thisrespectthe
experiment was similartothe anisotropicontactorcloud model consideredinSection4. However,
thisexperiment differedin one importantrespectfrom the regime,appropriateto low earthorbit,
that was consideredin Section4. In the experiment,the densitywas about 2 × 1011 cm -s and
_p,/_c,_ 50,much higherthan inlow earthorbit,and asa resultthe anomalous parallelresistivity,
due to Buneman and ion acousticinstabilitiesexcitedby the relativelectronand ion flowvelocity
along the field,was high. The electromsdid not flow_eely along the magnetic field,but diffused
along the fieldlikea collisionalfluid,so therewere no double layersalong the field.Itwould be
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desirable to do ground-based experiments in the regime where the electrons flow freely ,,long the
magnetic field but collisionally across the magnetic field, since this is applicable to high power
plasma contactors in low earth orbit, and to compare the measured _b(r, z) and collected current to
the expressions calculated in Section 4, or to similar expressions found with more realistic models
for v,.
Another interesting feature seen by Urrutia and Stenzel is that the enhanced electron current
w_s not continuous in time but occurred in periodic bursts, as the instabilities periodically grew up,
saturated,and decayed. This behaviorisprobably due to the positivebias instability,which has
been widely observed in configurationsof thissort[17].Itisnot known whether similarbehavior
would occur inthe regimeoffreeelectronflowalongthe magnetic fieldand collisionalf owacrossthe
magnetic field,appropriateforlow earthorbit.Theoreticaland experimentalstudiesare needed
to answer thisquestion,which could have important implicationsfor power systems based on
electrodynarnictethersin space.
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Figure 1 Schematic radial potential profilefor collisionlessunmagnetized double layer. The
Bohm presheath isdescribed in Ref. {12]and [13],and the Alpert-Gurevich presheath
Figure 2 Gain and lower limit on potential drop, u functions of the emitted argon ion current
and the electron saturation current, for collisionlem double layer with space charge
limited current, marginally satisfying the Parker-Murphy condition with a 10 cm anode
radius, using Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), and Fig. 5 of Ref. [9].
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Figure3 Total collectedcurrentvs. electronsaturationcurrentwith the emitted ion cur-
rentheld constant,forthe collisionlessdouble layermodel (upper limit),the isotropic
quasineutralmodel [4]and the snisotropicontactormodel.
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Figure4 Total currentvs.potentialdrop forthe collisionlessdouble layermodel, the isotropic
qu_ineutral model [41 _d the _i_tropic cont_:tor model.
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Figure 5 Schematic pictureofthe anisotropicontactormodel,showing equipotentialcontours
and the flowofionsand electrons.
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